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Key summary points
Aim The complexity of decision-making involves many neurological functions and structures which are potentially altered
by cognitive aging.
Findings Our systematic review shows a decrease in processing speed in normal aging, usually compensated by experience.
Nevertheless, in the case of decisions that cannot be based on previous experience, decision-making will be more difficult
for older adults. Compared to younger adults, older ones will be more inclined to maintain existing achievements than try
to gain potential benefits.
Message Decision-making supports should take into account age-related characteristics to facilitate informed
decision-making.
Abstract
Purpose Aging is associated with increased needs related to complex decisions, particularly in medical and social issues.
However, the complexity of decision-making involves many neurological functions and structures which are potentially
altered by cognitive aging.
Methodology A systematic review was conducted in accordance with PRISMA guidelines to examine changes in decisionmaking occurring in normal cognitive aging. The keywords “decision making” and “normal aging” were used to find the
clinical studies and literature reviews focused on these changes.
Results A total of 97 articles were considered in the review, and ultimately 40 articles were selected, including 30 studies and 10 literature reviews. The data from these studies were of uneven quality and too disparate to allow meta-analysis
according to PRISMA criteria. Nevertheless, a key result of the analysis is the decrease of processing speed with aging. In
ambiguous decision-making situations, the alteration of the ventromedial system is associated with changes in motivation
profiles. These changes can be compensated by experience. However, difficulties arise for older adults in the case of one-off
decisions, which are very common in the medical or medico-social domains.
Conclusions Cognitive aging is associated with a slowdown in processing speed of decision-making, especially in ambiguous situations. However, decision-making processes which are based on experience and cases in which sufficient time is
available are less affected by aging. These results highlight the relativity of decision-making capacities in cognitive aging.
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Introduction
The aging of the population [1] has complexified the management of polypathology, as frailty and complex interactions between functional, psychological and social problems
[2] are associated with an increase in the use of healthcare
services and frequent hospitalizations [3]. These, in turn,
inevitably require patients to make a large number of health
decisions, as they need to choose between therapeutic strategies or address medico-social issues. According to the different legislations related to the patient’s freedom of decision,
each medical procedure must be subject to the consent of
the patient, if he or she has the capacity to give consent
[4, 5]. All health decisions are explicitly based on free and
informed consent, which requires both cognitive autonomy
and decision-making abilities [6]. Thus, a complex phenomenon such as decision-making is particularly and frequently
solicited during aging. Seniors, whose decision-making processes have been modified by aging, may potentially make
uninformed choices. Consequences of these difficulties in
decision-making do not only concern the medical field. They
also impact daily life situations and, therefore, influence economic activities related to aging.
The complexity of decision-making lies in the simultaneous consideration of all available options. Each option
is assigned with subjective value and potential risks. The
choice of an option must then occur and involves executive processes. Finally, there is a retrospective reassessment,
i.e. a comparison of the result obtained with the expected
result [7]. The entire process requires the mobilization of
attentional resources, working memory and executive functions. The data related to options, values and risks must be
processed quickly. The choice is also made in relation to the
memory of similar events that were previously experienced
or learned, thus giving rise to an informed decision [8].
The uncertainty level associated with decision-making
allow us to differentiate between three categories of decision-making in neuropsychology [9]: decision-making under
certainty, decision-making under risk, and decision-making
under ambiguity. In the first category, the decision is only
based on certain known parameters. In the following two
categories, decision-making processes are involved for risk
assessment and mobilization of judgment skills [10, 11]. In
the “under-risk” decision-making model, the probability of
the risk occurring is known in advance and can be evaluated
on the basis of experience. In the “under-ambiguity” model,
decision-making is based on personal and theoretical projections. Decision-making models in complex situations refer
to under-risk and under-ambiguity models [12].
Among the hypotheses put forward in the field of cognitive aging, some researchers raised the question of agerelated functional changes affecting mental processes and
anatomical or neurobiological structures or circuits of
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decision-making [13, 14]. Age-related changes concern
cognition, emotions, motivation and neural subtracts [15],
and mainly occur in the prefrontal cortex [16]. These modifications alter decision-making capacities during aging [17].
Several questions remain, however, as to how decisional
autonomy could be better assessed in older adults.
To draw a more global picture of physiological modifications occurring in decision-making with aging, we performed a systematic review of the literature. We explored
this question in terms of neurological function and performance, in neuropsychological and behavioural tasks. Our
review specifically focused on the function of the prefrontal
cortex.

Methodology
Search strategy
A bibliographic search was performed in the following databases: PubMed (Medline), Psych’Info and the Cochrane
Library. The search included all articles and reviews published up to August 31, 2018, without restriction on the start
date and language. The search strategy combined the terms
“Decision-making” AND “normal aging”, without limiting
the fields in which these terms appeared.

Selection of publications for inclusion
The review was performed in accordance with the PRISMA
guidelines [18]. Two researchers (SK and TT) independently
reviewed all the results of the initial search. After removing
duplicates, titles and abstracts were reviewed independently
by the two reviewers to select suitable publications for fulltext review. After reviewing the list of search results, the
reviewers pooled their results. In case of discordance, the
abstract was reviewed again and discussed by both reviewers, and then presented to a third reviewer (RA), until consensus was reached. Then, the lead author (TT) reviewed
all the selected articles and extracted all the data pertaining to the understanding of potential changes in decisionmaking processes during physiological aging. The quality
of the studies included was assessed using the Newcastle–Ottawa scale (NOS) [19]. NOS scores of ≥ 7 were given
to high-quality studies, and scores of 5–6 for publications
of moderate quality. Details of quality criteria are available
in Appendix 1.

Inclusion criteria
We included any clinical study or literature review dealing
with changes to decision-making processes occurring during
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human physiological aging. We also included studies with
healthy subjects comparing younger and older populations.
In cases where patients with cognitive impairment were
included in the study, the publication was considered in the
present review if healthy older adults were also included and
compared to younger ones.
The age criterion for aging was set at 65 years and over
(unless a higher age threshold was already applied in the
publication).

Exclusion criteria
Publications were excluded from the present review in the
following cases:
– Publications that dealt with decision-making by medical
staff, about patients’ choices and associated processes
(e.g. advance directives, surrogates, power of attorney for
health, etc.). Indeed, a semantic bias in the keywords led
to the inclusion, under the term “Medical decision-making”, of both the decision-making processes of patients
in medical strategies and the decisions taken by medical
teams regarding therapeutic strategies associated with
aging. The second situation does not correspond to our
field of interest;
– Animal studies;
– Studies on the effect of aging on memory functions, if
the studies were not associated with decision-making or
analysis of executive functions;
– Studies on the effects of aging on non-cognitive functions
(e.g. motor or sensory functions);
– Viewpoint articles, or theoretical articles without analysis
of the literature.

Results
Selection of articles for analysis
A total of 145 articles were first identified based on the
keywords “Decision-making” AND “normal aging”. From
these, 48 duplicates were excluded. A screening of the titles
and abstracts of the remaining 97 articles led to the exclusion
of 59 of these publications, and 38 articles were consulted
in full and selected for inclusion in the analysis. After consideration of the reference lists of these articles, 14 other
studies were identified and included.
During the analysis of the ful-text version, 12 articles
were subsequently removed based on exclusion criteria
(study of aging in association with neurodegenerative disease, book chapters, and one article was a doctoral thesis
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from the United States and we were unable to obtain a copy
of the full thesis).
Thus, the final analysis included 40 articles (see flowchart, Fig. 1). The final selection included both original
research articles (30 articles, see Table 1) and literature
reviews (10 articles, see Table 2).

Analysis of included articles
The articles included in this review covered three types of
analyses: (1) functional or experimental analyses of certain
types of decision-making, as assessed by specific neuropsychiatric tests, notably those assessing frontal lobe functions;
(2) neurofunctional analyses involving imaging techniques to
track the activation of certain brain regions during decisionmaking; (3) Behavioural studies that analysed the impact of
aging on decision-making processes in real-life.

Frontal lobe disorders
Alteration of processing speed
The first element that emerges from the literature is that
frontal areas are the most affected by atrophy in aging [20].
Atrophy is clinically corroborated by an alteration of cognitive abilities, particularly executive functions. Various studies have demonstrated that verbal fluency, attention span,
working memory and planning skills [21–28] also show an
age-related decline. The performance of inhibition tasks is
particularly affected [21, 29]. The literature consistently
reports alterations in the Stroop and the Go/No Go tests in
aging, illustrating difficulties associated with inhibition and
the use of working memory [29–31]. Finally, during ocular
follow-up tests, which involve the visual cortex and working
memory, a weaker performance is found during initiation
tests, with an overall slowing of cognitive processes that is
not caused by focal lesions [32].
Yet, when the speed of information processing is controlled in clinical research, the cognitive alterations previously described are significantly reduced [22, 23, 25, 30,
33–36]. This is particularly true for tasks requiring mental flexibility, in which the decrease in processing speed is
more prominent than difficulties in the analysis [25, 33]. The
reduction of processing speed would primarily explain the
alteration of executive functions outlined in aging.
To better understand the causes of this decrease in
processing speed, Dumas et al. [24] hypothesized that
the decrease would be related to alterations in occipitotemporal areas. The effects of these alterations would be
more or less marked depending on the possibility to recruit
prefrontal circuits to compensate for performance difficulties, particularly in working memory.
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Fig. 1  Flowchart
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Functional MRI studies have been carried out to highlight this compensation [20]. These studies have shown
a posterior-anterior shift of functional activations during
attention tasks and tasks that require the use of working
memory. Thus, there is less stress on occipito-temporal
areas, in favour of prefrontal areas [24]. The latter are
over-stimulated during the performance of cognitive
tasks in older subjects, compared to younger ones. This
shift is more pronounced when the task is new, complex
and requires inhibitory control [37], and could indicate a
compensatory phenomenon. The posterior-anterior shift is
reduced as soon as the stimulation is no longer new, and
would explain how lifetime experience in decision-making
and problem solving can enhance processing speed [38].
Alteration of prospective memory
A second element highlighted in this review is the alteration
of prospective memory, particularly in complex situations and
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multi-tasking [39]. However, there is no hippocampal dysfunction in patients who do not develop secondary neurocognitive
disorders [24]. In a trial controlling cognitive deceleration factors (modelled via the Trail Making Test), Kim et al. [23] also
demonstrated that age is not significantly associated with a
decrease in auditory or verbal memory. However, visuo-spatial
memory processes appear to be altered by age, independently
of the slowing of cognitive processing speed [23].

Targeted study of decision‑making processes
Decision‑making models
To better study the impact of aging processes on cognitive
changes, we will apply decision-making analysis methods
that are traditionally used in neuropsychology. This involves
2 types of decision-making [11]:

1999 120
2010 32–32

2013 130

2011 270

2011 266

2005 18–16

2003 21–20

2003 20

2016 25–31

2017 21–17

2006 35–38

2011 14–14
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Allain P.

Giffard B.

Amieva H.

Salvia E.

Glass BD.

Guimond A.

Vallesi A.

[20–34] [60–80]

[15–29] [60–85]

[18–25] [61–75]

[22–44] [66–88]

[66–74]

[20–30] [61–90]

[72–97] [19-50]

[70–88]

[18–70]

[40–60]

[50–85]
[18–30] [60–75]

Date Number of subjects Age (range)

Author

Table 1  Studies used in the analysis

Go-No-Go stimuli in fMRI

Computerized simulation of occupational
activities

Computer dynamic control task

Computer driving experience

Dysexecutive Questionnaire (DEX)

Semantic priming

Zoo map test

UFOV (validated screening for older drivers)

A quick test of cognitive speed

Trail making test–auditory verbal learning test

Large neuropsychological battery
Semantic priming

Tests used

Heterogeneity of cognitive profiles during normal aging
Results did not confirm the predictions of either the general
cognitive slowing or the larger semantic network hypothesis - the differences resulting from the application of
ambiguous instructions support the idea that older adults
naturally have a more conservative attitude because they
focus more on accuracy, while younger adults may focus
more on speed
Visio-spatial memory was significantly affected, both indirectly (through executive functions) and directly (by aging)
In clinical practice, an overhead larger than typical or normal
for a given age would suggest executive dysfunctions,
involving attention, visual working memory, and set shifting
Among older drivers, errors increase with age and are associated with speeded selective attention
Elderly participants have some problems developing logical
strategies whereas they are able to execute complex predetermined plans
Semantic memory is not significantly affected in normal
aging. Hyper priming for older participants is contested, as
it may be an artifact of a general slowing effect
Fractionation of dysexecutive behavioral symptoms in normal elderly adults
Elderly drivers take more time to perform all the cognitive
steps needed for driving
Older adults may use exploration as a compensatory strategy, but this compensation may be restricted to dynamic
decision-making scenarios in which the goal is familiar
Elderly subjects of this study were impaired on all mental
activities resembling high-level occupational multitasks.
The impairment was due to attention oriented backward or
forward in time, in single or dual tasks that were more or
less effortful
Compared to younger adults, older individuals engage more
extensively a cohesive set of fronto-parietal regions to successfully overcome a prepotent and inappropriate response,
but only if the task is complex and novel. The initial
engagement of these regions has a compensatory role in
aging, as it is strongly associated to the degree of success
in avoiding commission errors

Main results
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2006 32–32

2007 53–30–29–17

2008 12

Martin S.

Gigi A.

Labudda K.

2004 177

2007 83–86

2004 23–20

Deakin J.

Mata R.

Lamar M.

MacPherson SE. 2002 30–30–30

2007 16–16–13–17

Treitz FH.

Prediction task in fMRI

Tests used

Main results

Behavioral and neural evidence for the preservation of
decision-making in older adults when information about
the contingencies of the outcome is available
[20–30] [31–45] [46–60] [61–75] Large neuropsychological battery centered on
Sharp decline of executive function after 60 years of age and
executive function
differential course of different executive subcomponents
across aging, supporting a multi-dimensional model of
executive functions
[18–27] [66–81]
Gender categorization task in two experiments Involvement of the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (sensitive
to aging) when task demands are high, and ventro-lateral
prefrontal cortex when demands are low
[20–30] [31–50] [51–64] [65–85] Naming performance
Poor naming performance for unusual-viewed objects in
older people might be related to the shrinkage of frontal
gray matter with age
[62 ± 5]
Game of dice task in fMRI
Involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in processes
preceding a decision that is based on explicit information,
medial prefrontal cortex might be particularly crucial for
decision-making based on feedback processing
[20–40] [40–60] [60–80]
Eight tasks about executive function and work- Healthy adult aging mainly affects abilities mediated by the
ing memory
dorsolateral prefrontal area, such as executive functions
and working memory. Abilities mediated by the ventromedian prefrontal area, such as emotional processing and
social behavior, remain relatively intact
[13–77]
Computer-based decision gambling-task
Age was related to decreases in the risk tolerance factor, but
unrelated to the aversion delay
[24 ± 3] [71 ± 5]
11 psychometric tests (verbal knowledge, proOlder decision makers are adaptively selecting strategies as
cessing speed, reasoning, and memory)
a function of their cognitive resources and task characteristics, such as the statistical structure of environments
First study that demonstrates differential impairment of cog[28 ± 6] [69 ± 5]
Assessment of orbitofrontal cortex by Iowa
nitive functions associated with aging of specific prefrontal
gambling task and delayed match and nonsubregions within a multivariate framework
match to sample tasks, and assessment of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex by the self-ordered
pointing task 12-item, letter fluency, WAIS-R
digit span backward and months backward
from the boston revision of the wechsler
memory scale

2010 16–24

Hosseini SMH.

[18–25] [61–77]

Date Number of subjects Age (range)

Author

Table 1  (continued)
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2008 40–40

2007 40–40

2008 33–52

2005 48–48

2009 14–14

2008 20–13

2006 49–43–41

2014 11

2017 180

Isella V.

Denburg NL.

Zamarian L.

Mather M.

Mell T.

Dreher J-C.

Ebner NC.

Fukushima K.

Bangma DF.

[18–87]

[65–89]

[18–26] [40–59] [65–84]

[25 ± 4] [66 ± 5]

[26 ± 4] [68 ± 5]

[18–29] [65–83]

[18–54] [55–88]

[26–55] [56–85]

[28 ± 5] [65 ± 9]

Date Number of subjects Age (range)

Author

Table 1  (continued)
Main results

Qualitative analysis of results did not reach statistical significance for motivational and learning decision-making
components, but approached significance for the attentional
component for healthy elderly versus younger adults,
suggesting a possible decrease in the ability to maintain
sustained attention during complex and prolonged tasks;
putative deficit underlying impaired decision-making in
normal aging
Iowa gambling task–skin conductance response Given the well-documented association between decisionmaking on the IGT and integrity of ventromedial prefrontal
structures, findings suggest that some ostensibly normal
older adults have an accelerated aging of VMPC
Iowa gambling task–probability-associated
Age-related effects in decisions under ambiguity, but not in
gambling task
decisions under risk
Memorizing pictures from IAPS, and analyses Older adults use cognitive control mechanisms to better
of emotional control
remember positive than negative information
Probabilistic object reversal tasks
Altered fronto-striatal interaction during reward-based
decision-making in old age, which contributes to altered
reward-based learning and decision making
Slot machine-type stimuli on fMRI
Tight coupling of midbrain dopamine synthesis and rewardrelated PFC activity, with direct evidence for an alteration
of this regulatory relationship in older adults
Robust age-related differences in personal goal orientation
Multi-method approach of 4 studies to test
in self-reports and at the behavioral level for concrete
lifespan hypotheses about goal orientations
goal choices. Younger adults reported a primary goal
across adulthood
orientation toward growth, whereas maintenance and loss
prevention were more prevalent in middle adulthood and
older age
Smooth-pursuit latencies depend on task conditions.
Eye movement recordings and memory-based
Although the extra retinal mechanisms were functional for
pursuit, simple ramp-pursuit, pop-out effects
initial pursuit in elderly subjects, they were less effective
of correct spot during memory-based pursuit
Financial decision-making multimodal
Normal aging has a negative influence on complex aspects of
approach
Financial Decision Making. However, other aspects appear
to be unaffected or improved by normal aging

Iowa gambling task

Tests used
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Table 2  Reviews used in the
analysis
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Dumas JA.
Calso C.
Carpenter SM.
Zhu L.
Jacus J-P.
Brand M.
Jacus J-P.
Wiesiolek CC.
Depping MK.
Renaud M.

2015
2016
2011
2012
2012
2010
2013
2014
2011
2005

– the so-called “under risk” model, which is traditionally
associated with dorsolateral functions [40], in particular
with processing speed and working memory.
The main neuropsychological tests used in the selected
studies are the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task and the Game
of Dice Task. In these tests, it is found that elements of slow
decision-making are explained by the slowing down of processing speed. Nevertheless, as soon as the rules are given
and the learning speed is smoothed, there is no alteration in
the decision-making modalities in this type of model [20, 41].
Some studies also show that the experience acquired is a factor facilitating decision-making in older subjects when the
situation is based on the acquired experience, but this experience does not facilitate decisions in new situations [42].
– The “under-ambiguity” model involves dorsolateral functions [43], particularly through the use of working memory, but also ventromedial pathways, especially straight,
and limbic pathways which are activated during the regulation of emotional processes [20, 44].
The studies on the under-ambiguity model are very controversial and question the pertinence of this model. The main
tests used are the Match-to-Sample Task [45, 46] and the Iowa
Gambling Task [IGT] [47]. Interpretations diverge between
studies [47–49], particularly for the IGT, because once the
operating rules are acquired, this test is very close to a risky
decision-making model, and the results improve [50].
Nevertheless, the targeted study of decision-making processes, assessed with specialized neuropsychological tests or
functional neuroimaging, confirms the general conclusions
related to the impact of processing speed and benefits of
learning, which might help to compensate for age-related
decreases of processing speed.
Decision‑making in complex situations
Risk aversion was also highlighted in some studies [44, 51,
52]. In complex decisions, there is a change in the cost–benefit
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analysis [35], and decisions reveal the development of strategies aiming to prevent losses [53]. According to some authors,
the focus on loss prevention could be explained by a decreased
integration of consequences associated with previous decisions and could be linked to a slowdown of implicit learning
phenomena [20, 41]. Loss-prevention strategies are particularly noticeable when decision-making requires marked attention or involves emotional phenomena [21, 47, 54].
Indeed, in complex situations, decision-making goes
beyond the scope of executive functions and includes emotional and motivational circuits [55]. In particular, reward
circuits are associated with this type of decision-making.
However, in cerebral aging, there is a modification of the
activation of the ventral striatum [56] with:
– a loss of information and learning associated with reward.
– a reinforcement of the activity of reward circuits, especially in the ventral striatum, for the preservation of
learned strategies.
This could be explained by a decrease in dopaminergic
synthesis and expression during aging [57].
These modifications of ventral striatum activations are
potentially linked to the impact of motivational circuits on
learning in ambiguous decision-making strategies [31].
Indeed, the strategy of loss prevention, which is prioritized
over gain optimization in older adults, can be explained
by an acquired behavioral adaptation to declining capacities with aging [58] and could underlie the phenomenon of
positivity [53].
Thus, when older subjects make complex decisions
involving the comparison of potential benefits, they will be
more sensitive to losses. Therefore, this can lead them to
adapt their strategies according to the risk of loss and choose
more conservative decision-making strategies.
Macro‑behavioural changes
In addition to the functional and anatomical elements previously highlighted, some data must be taken into account
in the modifications that are specific to decision-making in
complex situations in aging.
Several studies have focused on the context of decisionmaking and report variations according to:
– The timing of decision-making in relation to circadian
rhythm. Indeed, maximum cognitive availability of
older adults is no longer in the afternoon or evening
(as in younger adults), but rather in the morning [22].
– The environmental context of decision-making (sounds,
number of proposals, clarity of information, the
impression of familiar information, etc.). The influence
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of environmental conditions can be compensated by
appropriate measures (e.g. note-taking) [22].
Behavioural studies, particularly neuro-economic studies, show that the habit of making quick decisions is based
on experience (including previous professional experience) and affect, rather than reasoning [22, 39], exposing
older subjects to misleading advertisements [47].
Finally, the literature also mentions the benefit of physical activity over inactivity for all aging processes [59],
probably through cardiovascular benefits.

Discussion
Our review highlights changes in decision-making patterns
and processes during cognitive aging. These changes vary
greatly depending on the context, motivational factors and
impact of risks. Our analysis shows that:
– Cognitive aging is associated with a decline of components of executive functions, particularly processing
speed and reactivity of working memory. This is due
to alterations in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In
some cases, these alterations can be compensated by
previous knowledge associated with similar experiences. However, when faced with new and unfamiliar
situations, older adults take more time to comprehend
the situation than younger ones. However, as soon as
the rules of the situation are established, this difference
between younger and older adults disappears;
– When decisions are made in situations where the consequences are unknown, different interpretations are
found in the literature. Classically, these situations
are explored with “under-ambiguity” decision-making tests. Decision-making modalities in these cases
involve both executive functions (particularly the dorsolateral cortex), but also motivation and reward processes. These processes have been previously associated with ventromedial and limbic structures. There
are considerably fewer studies in this field and their
results are sometimes ambiguous. In general, they tend
to show that aging is associated with a change in strategy: reduction or prevention of losses is favored over
the optimization of gains. Choices resulting from this
shift are influenced by the individual motivation profile
in each particular situation.
Therefore, it seems that, in aging, there may be a partial
decline of decision-making skills for complex and new situations, which might influence the level of cognitive autonomy.
Cognitive autonomy would thus be maintained as far as it is
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possible to recall an appropriate experience, but it would be
put in difficulty in the event of a complex and unprecedented
situation.
The strength of our literature review lies in the inclusion of both research articles and the analysis of previous
reviews, the last of which was published in 2016. Thus, the
inclusion of these literature reviews allowed the integration
of articles that would not have been found with our keyword
screening. The analysis of these reviews also extended the
scope of the study to the full complexity of the decisionmaking process. Indeed, each of the previous publications
that we analyzed had a more targeted approach, focusing
either on neuropsychological processes, neurophysiological
processes approached by functional imaging, or macroscopic
processes (in particular neuro-economic processes). The
originality of our approach is, on the one hand, the update
on the issue, but also, and above all, on the other hand, the
global approach covering several fields that are usually
approached separately, and discuss their clinical impact in
current clinical situations.
Nevertheless, our literature review has several limitations:
– The choice of the keywords “normal aging” leads to a
reduction in the scope of “aging” or “ageing”. However,
there is no MeSH term associated with physiological
aging, and “aging” mainly included pathological aging.
To ensure that we cover the entire field of non-pathological
aging, we have chosen to include in our review all previous systematic reviews using the keyword “normal aging”.
This gave us the opportunity to consult their references and
include articles that otherwise would have been missed
due to the restriction associated with our keywords.
– The general element that emerges from previous studies is the extreme heterogeneity of cognitive profiles
in aging, and the difficulty to differentiate the profile
of physiological aging from that of pathological aging
at a sub-clinical stage [24, 34]. In addition, the notion
of cognitive reserve and education are associated with
experience-driven differentiation of neuropsychological
activities, whose influence needs to be dissociated from
neuro-anatomical characteristics [60]. In addition, training effects may occur, and a recent study seems to show
a modification of Iowa Gambling Task response profiles
in cases of specific attentional training [61].
– In addition, in the clinical studies included in our review,
even if patients with neurocognitive pathological alterations were excluded, only one study prevented interference with neurodegenerative diseases not yet diagnosed.
The researchers did a follow-up of participants to screen
for neurodegenerative diseases. In the majority of studies, it was not verified if participants presented a neurocognitive pathology. This should have been made
prospectively to be sure that they did not present, at the
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time of their inclusion, a neurocognitive pathology at an
infra-clinical stage. Indeed, neurodegenerative pathologies impact decision-making capacities [62–65]. Nevertheless, it appears that tests focused on decision-making
processes can remain informative even in the mild stages
of these diseases, and the impact of mild pathological
cases on overall results is limited, as shown in Jacus et al.
[66].
– Another limitation is the relatively young age of the
populations included. Indeed, to avoid bias related to
neurodegenerative pathologies, the majority of studies
included patients aged between 65 and 75 years. Given
the aging of the populations and an average age of transition towards dependency at 83 years [67], this is poorly
representative of older populations having to make complex medical and medico-social choices [68].
– Finally, for clinical studies, there is a wide variety of tests
used, without homogeneity on the neurological processes
studied. This is probably the most important limitation
of our review, which prevented us from doing a metaanalysis, according to the PRISMA guidelines. Among
these studies, there are several monetary models representing changes of perception with age, and their impact
on decision-making is different from that of social or
medical models [69]. Thus, our review reveals a variation in decision-making models according to what is
taken into account: motivation or risk, and specificities
related to the areas of daily life affected by these decisions (money, health, social) [53].
The limitations expressed, in particular the lack of homogeneity of tests and populations, which does not allow for a
meta-analysis of the data obtained in these studies.
Nevertheless, in the light of this literature review, there
is a consensus that decision-making is possible in physiological aging, including in complex and new situations.
However, several constraints need to be taken into account:
1. It is necessary to allow time for decision-making.
	  Indeed, given the decrease in processing speed, additional time is required for decision-making. A way to
facilitate decision-making is to reduce factors that can
affect this decrease in processing speed, whether external (environment, number of proposals, etc.) or internal
(emotional appeal, disaffection, etc.).
	  Reformulation can be helpful to clarify the available
options and support rational arguments, to avoid emotional decision-making.
2. It is necessary to take into account the motivational profile to present an appropriate argument. Indeed, when a
decision is made in a known situation, older persons will
easily rely on experience [70]. However, when decisions
involve new situations, the arguments presented will be
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essential. However, given that sensitivity to loss prevention increases, and attractiveness of earnings decrease as
we age, it is likely that the presentation of an earningbased motivation formula might not be as effective as
the choice of the appropriate interlocutor [69].
However, the literature on these elements and complex
situations is scarce. More studies that simultaneously analyze patients’ arguments and physiological behavioural
responses are needed, particularly for the ventromedial and
limbic systems (motivation, risk taking) [47, 71] which are
the most debated substrates for ambiguous decision-making.
This literature review reinforces the need for future studies to identify, describe and understand decision-making
phenomena in patients aged 75 years and older, to better
understand the relativity of decision-making autonomy.

Conclusion
Decision-making, as other cognitive abilities, is affected by
an age-related slowdown in the speed of information processing. However, cognitive capacity can be preserved and
adequately expressed if the person is provided with enough
time and clear explanations. In this perspective, it is necessary to take the appropriate time, for example in medical
consultation, and have the patient reformulate to ensure that
the elements have been properly integrated. This allows, in
physiological aging, that decision-making respects patient’s
autonomy when decisions are based on experience.
However, when decisions need to be made in situations
of uncertainty, cognitive aging is associated with changes
in the functioning of the ventromedial system which are
linked to decision-making difficulties. These difficulties
can be compensated by learning but become a challenge in
complex unique decision-making situations, and are strongly
impacted by motivational elements. Given that, older subjects are more sensitive to information related to the risk of
loss than information related to potential benefits. This raises
the question of how information is provided to older patients,
and which parameters are used for decision-making.
It should be noted that several medical and medico-social
decisions are based on ambiguous decision-making, and do
not allow for compensation through learning, because they
are usually one-off decisions (entry into institutions, surgery,
etc.).
Like previous literature reviews, we question decisionmaking skills in older adults, particularly in situations
of ambiguity, which is part of the most complex medical
or medico-social situations affecting the older population. Thus, a fortiori, in the case of neurocognitive disorders with impaired executive functions, or in the case of
the development of apathy, the question of cognitive and
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decision-making autonomy is predominant. However, it
appears that it is in these situations of relative autonomy
that the most complex decisions take place, particularly
in relation to the limitation of care or institutionalization.
Therefore, the notion of the relativity of decision-making
capacity in cognitive aging needs to be addressed to fully
understand specific limitations and solutions for this population. Comprehensive and analytical studies are, therefore,
needed on the subject.
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Table 3  N.O.S. quality
assessment of selected studies

Author

Date

Selection (/4)

Comparability
(/2)

Outcome (/3)

Total (/9)

Ylikoski R.
Stefaniak N.
Kim MJ.
Nielsen NP.
Anstey KJ.
Allain P.
Giffard B.
Amieva H.
Salvia E.
Glass BD.
Guimond A.
Vallesi A.
Hosseini SMH.
Treitz FH.
Martin S.
Gigi A.
Labudda K.
MacPherson SE.
Deakin J.
Mata R.
Lamar M.
Isella V.
Denburg NL.
Zamarian L.
Mather M.
Mell T.
Dreher J-C.
Ebner NC.
Fukushima K.
Bangma DF.

1999
2010
2013
2011
2011
2005
2003
2003
2016
2017
2006
2011
2010
2007
2006
2007
2008
2002
2004
2007
2004
2008
2007
2008
2005
2009
2008
2006
2014
2017

4
2
2
4
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3

1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2

2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

7
7
6
8
8
6
7
7
6
7
6
8
6
8
6
6
7
9
7
9
7
6
8
8
5
8
8
6
7
8
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